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Fhope Packaging Machinery Co.,ltd. 
 

A professional supplier for Coil packing machine, wire packing machine, 
pipe packing machine, hose packing machine, pallet wrapping machine,  
door packing machine, coil tilter, coil upender... 

 

Name Go

 

Industry solutions 

Coil packing machine 

 » Steel coil packing machine 

 » Wire coil packing machine 

 » Copper coil packing machine 

 » Hose packing machine 

 » Tyre packing machine 

 » Pipe packing machine 

 » Cable packing machine 

Stretch Wrapping Machine 

 » Pallet wrapping machine 

 » Automatic wrapping machine 

 » Rotary arm wrapping machine  

Horizontal Wrapping Machine 

You are here: Home >> Products >> Upender 

Upender 

   

 
                

                     Mould Tilter                                    Coil Tilter 

   

               

                     Coil Upender                         Spool/Drum Tilter 
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Another Machines: 

 

 » Pipe wrapping machine 

 » Rod wrapping machine 

 » Aluminum wrapping machine 

 » Profile wrapping machine 

 Shrinking Machine 

 » Door packing machine 

 » Panel shrinking machine 

 » Board shrinking machine 

 Coil Upender 

Automatic Packing Line  

 » Other Packaging Machinery 

         
         Steel coil wrapping machine 

The solution is special designed for steel coil 

packaging. The package concept is an integral part 

of the packaging with pvc paper/film... 

           
             Wire coil packing machine 

 The machine puts a tight layer of film over all 

surfaces of the panel. Highly efficiency, nice 

packaging 

 

                   Hydraulic Upender                          Load Inverters 

FHOPE supplies coil handle solution, not only packing machinery. Fhope is more than please to assist your re

packing goal, helping you to find the right solution for operation process. our Coil tilter/coil upender was applie

Upender/tilter is usually for handling the coils, mould, roll...   

 

Very qualified personnel - Strong understanding of upender equipment array due to regular instruction on all u

applications in numerous market sectors (e.g.confectionery and bakery, ice cubes lotions, dairy and so forth.

“hands on” expertise, continually enhanced with constant education; - A group of certified Commissioning Eng

following all venture stages, through the first mechanical assembly of your equipment to its closing commissio

result making sure a common and sole operational and technical program; Preventative routine maintenance 

"preventive upkeep bundles", with regards to distinct demands in our clients. On-site services In line with par

frequent education to our own agents’ practical personnel, in an attempt to guarantee a speedy and efficient “

buyers .  

 

Description:
FPCT series coil upender or coil tilter mainly apply to turn the objects. It widely used in the module up-ending, 
 

Features: 

1.  Special double chain drive, oblique gear and worm speed reducer. 

2.   Four-roller device wrapped with polyamide adhesive. 

3.   Inverter controls, Fast ,stable and safe 

4.   Two displacement restrictors adopted to grantee a safety operation 

5.   Automatically locking at any angle in emergency stop. 

6.   Electronic panel control 

7.   Foundation loading adjustment. 

8.  Working table designing according size of products. 

9.  Strong and firm structure 

 

Parameters:  

 FPCT-03 FPCT-05 FPCT-10 

Voltage (V/Hz)  AC 380/50( or your requirement) 

Power (KW)  1.3 2.0 3.5 

Max.Loading (T) <3 <5 <10 

Turning speed (min/set) 20-40 20-40 20-40 

 

 

           

 

       Copper coil wrapping machine                     Coil tilter 
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OPERATION: 

1. Place the coil tilter/upender in the corresponding neat melt pit; keep the working surface of the machine lev

2. Connect the power supply according to the requirement of the nameplate, and make sure if it’s connected w

3. Adjust the levelness of the coil tilter/upender, to make it stand in a horizontal state.

4. Check and make sure whether all the switch positions are appropriate and firm.

5. Install the external guardrail of the machine and fix it effectively.

For more coil tilter solution please click here 

The advantage of the door packaging by 

door wrapping machine:1. Energy save 

2. Material costs  lower 3. Easily maintaining.

4. Highly efficiency 

Our sales, equipment service, customer 

service and engineering departments can 

help you design the optimum protective coil 

tilter for your application 

Download Brochure Video Send Inquiry Contact us 
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